
HOGAN DEVELOPMENT SURVEY: MOVING AWAY
by Jamie Estes and Rod Chamberlain, September 2021

The Hogan Development Survey (HDS) offers interesting insight into how school leaders deal with stress or loss 
of control.  Responses can be divided into three clusters: Moving Away, Moving Against, and Moving Toward.  
Our next three articles will examine each cluster in depth.  We begin with Moving Away.

People with high scores in the first five HDS areas (Excitable, Skeptical, Cautious, Reserved, and Leisurely) tend 
to manage anxiety by “moving away,” by withdrawing, keeping their distance from others.  They may experience 
a sense of insecurity, mistrust, and hostility.  As noted in last week’s article, the 200+ surveyed school heads 
averaged 59 on the Moving Away scale – not much different from their averages of 57 on Moving Against and 
Moving Towards.  The Moving Away cluster contains the highest scale score (Leisurely) as well as the lowest 
score (Skeptical).

Let’s review the five scales in the Moving Away cluster.  In a time of crisis, high Excitable scorers may 
overreact or get angry.  They see disagreement as criticism, so they push others away.  High Skeptical 
scorers may become argumentative to fend off potential mistreatment.  They don’t trust criticism.  Their 
reactions repel others who prefer to avoid conflict and argument.  High Cautious scorers are reluctant to 
engage in controversial discussions or decisions.  High Reserved scorers seem to disappear or detach under 
pressure, becoming tough and independent.  High Leisurely scorers have good social skills, make positive first 
impressions, and appear collaborative.  Under the radar, however, they may be questioning and challenging 
others’ expertise or secretly feeling mistreated. 
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In the Moving Away cluster, the two highest average scores for school heads were Reserved (63) and Leisurely 
(66).  Their Leisurely scores averaged ten points higher than corporate leaders’ scores.  Only in the Skeptical 
scale did corporate leaders score higher than school heads (55 versus 50).  This difference may reveal itself 
most significantly when heads and boards deal with difficult issues.  At the macro level, heads’ lower Skeptical 
scores imply that they may be less likely to spot trouble on the horizon, and their higher Leisurely scores 
indicate their general sense (and hope) that most troubles will resolve themselves without a fight.

MOVING AWAY IN PRACTICE
INTERVIEWS WITH HEADS OF SCHOOLS

In all HDS scales, heads’ scores ranged from very high to very low.  On the Hogan Personality Inventory, every 
score – high or low – can be informative.  On the HDS, however, we focus on high scores.  While the aggregate 
data can produce valid generalizations, individual case studies can be more interesting and enlightening.  To 
that end, the following section is a lightly edited conversation with a Head who scored highly on all scales in the 
Moving Away cluster.  

Have you had a chance to review the HDS report you received? What were your thoughts when you reviewed 
it?

My first impression was wow, this is dark.  For the most part, the descriptions sound spot-on.  In a few areas, I 
had some disagreements, but for the most part it really sounds accurate about my less productive tendencies, 
as hard as it is to acknowledge.  In some ways, I found it to be validating and helpful.

Your scores placed you in a cluster of the first five scales – excitable, skeptical, cautious, reserved, and 
leisurely – that Hogan calls the Moving Away Group. That is, individuals who score high in these scales tend 
to withdraw from others when under pressure or at a time of less self-monitoring.  I am curious—how do you 
think others might know when you are feeling stress?

I definitely withdraw when I am under stress.  The overall description in the report is sort of a “lone wolf,” and 
I have a long history of that behavior.  There are a handful of people I trust, but I don’t naturally go to them 
for help.  The worse the stress, the more I withdraw.  Some people have said to me over time that I have an 
incredible poker face and that people’s inability to read me can be scary.  In that condition, I can control my 
emotions and laser focus my thinking but doing so really puts up a wall.  

It can be hard for me once I have formed an opinion about somebody to change that opinion.  I do not make 
those decisions quickly.  I try to mentor and coach people, but they can eventually become irredeemable to me 
if they continue to let me down, which I guess is a quality of being high Excitable.  Also related to Excitable, I can 
get really fired up about an idea.  That can be a good thing, but it can also make me quite disappointed when the 
idea does not pan out.

You have clearly been a successful administrator to reach the level you have and to have had the success you 
have had.  How do you think these moving away qualities may have helped you? 

One piece that really resonated was that I look for betrayal—that is definitely true of me.  I actually see high 
skeptical as an intellectual frame of mind, and one that I think helps me.  It’s not paranoia, but just a general 
exploring of questions to find truth.  
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Despite what I said earlier, I think am good at developing deep, trusting bonds with people.  One of my best 
qualities as a school leader is building teams.  I have an instinct for people who are trustworthy, which takes 
willingness to be vulnerable and admitting error.

When you are exhibiting some of these moving away behaviors, how do others tend to react?  What do you 
think are the biggest correct and incorrect assumptions people make about you? 

People see my pulling away as aloofness or arrogance.  They might say I hold things too close to my chest.  In 
the extreme, they could see me as being deceiving or even dishonest, which I think is very inaccurate.  I see my 
ability to stay, or at least appear, calm under pressure as a strength, but I know that’s not always what people 
want to see.  They probably want a bit more emotiveness from me at times.

When you become aware of some of these feelings under pressure, what have you found to be helpful in 
dealing with them? How have you attempted to change your response when you became aware of them? 

One of my mentors used to say I was an expert at emotional Jiu Jitsu.  I get calm and surprisingly generous in 
tough situations.  Then I go home and vent.  I think I am good at deescalating situations because I do listen and I 
am also disarmingly honest, even when people think I am dissembling.

We have looked at overall patterns in the data, and noticed that male Heads of School tend to “move away” 
statistically more than female Heads (p=.005) Do you have any idea why that might be?

Totally from the hip, I think that men are trained from birth to go it alone while women are trained from birth 
to seek support from others.  You could put lots of labels on it, but it is not ok in general for men to display or 
confess weakness, and that’s why they are likely more often to pull away and protect themselves. 
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SPECIAL TOPIC
GENDER AND MOVING AWAY

So far, we have examined the Moving Away cluster by considering the full data set and one school head’s 
perspective.  In the coming weeks, we will examine personality data as it relates to different demographic 
groups within our full cohort of heads.  Though we can speculate about what these differences suggest, we 
cannot draw hard conclusions.  Correlation does not establish causation.  When comparison groups are unequal 
in size, the data can be less reliable.  Nonetheless, these pieces of our research can shed light on important 
issues for school leaders.

This week, we consider HDS scores as they relate to gender.

A review of the demographic and Hogan data reveals clear patterns relating to gender and the Moving 
Away cluster. In their research Hogan has some slight differences in the scores between male and female 
participants, but they have not identified any real pattern to these differences.  In our study, however, there was 
a clear and significant difference between male and female respondents in the Moving Away cluster.

The Test of Independent Means indicates a statistically significant difference between female and male heads of 
schools in their Moving Away scores. 

The null hypothesis for this test was that males average scores are less than or equal to females average away scores. 
The alternative hypothesis was that the female group had lower Moving Away scores on average than the males. At the 1% 
significance level, is greater than the p. value and we can say that there is sufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis 
that the two groups are equal. 

Independent Samples T-Test for Away scores for Males vs. Females
 t df p
Away -2.621 200 0.005

Note. For all tests, the alternative hypothesis specifies that group Female is less than group male
Note. Student’s t-test.

    
Average Away Scores for Males vs. Females
                Group                 N                Mean                SD                        SE
Away  Female    51  52.373  18.672  2.615 
   Male  151  60.687  19.885  1.618 

More specifically, male heads of schools score significantly higher on the Excitable, Reserved, and Leisurely 
scales, while there is little difference on the Skeptical or Cautious scales.



In Phase I of the leadership study, we noted that female heads of schools scored much higher on the 
Interpersonal Sensitivity scale.  We referenced research indicating that women’s leadership styles tend to be 
more transformational while men’s leadership more transactional. 

Roughly, transactional leaders use carrot-and-stick motivational tactics to deal with present 
concerns within clear boundaries, whereas transformational leaders inspire staff by building 
strong relationships and work toward a shared vision by going beyond the confines of their 
jobs.

The HDS data further supports this apparent link between gender and leadership style.  

Leaders scoring high on Interpersonal Sensitivity rely on the power of relationships, and they do not abandon 
relationships when they’re under pressure.  This observation is illustrated by the striking difference between 
the groups on the Reserved scale, which is tied with Leisurely as male heads’ highest HDS score.  Reserved is 
female heads’ second lowest score.  Classic high Reserved behaviors include pulling back, being cold and aloof, 
or being uncommunicative.  When high Reserved people do choose to communicate, they may come across as 
blunt or tactless.  Supervisors tend to have patience with these behaviors because high-Reserved people need 
little support, they rarely complain, and they exhibit a natural toughness in difficult situations.  Direct reports, 
however, can struggle a great deal with a high-Reserved boss.  They may enjoy the relative freedom and lack 
of micromanagement a high-Reserved leader provides, but they may also feel that they are not receiving the 
personal care, direction, and support they need – all of which is indicative of a transactional leadership style.

A caveat, of course, is that plenty of male heads scored low for Reserved and plenty of female heads scored 
high.  However, in general, female leaders are more likely to be concerned about the emotional and relational 
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aspects of stressful situations, while male leaders tend to take a more dispassionate approach.  Low-Reserved 
leaders are described as friendly, warm, engaging, and engaged.  A problem they face is difficulty pulling back 
emotionally from situations, which can be very detrimental, both personally and politically.  They may miss cues 
about others’ intentions.  They may have difficulty saying “no” or standing up for themselves.

We return then to our fundamental point: effective leadership comes from self-awareness.  A high-Reserved 
leader may choose to meet with each team member to determine how they can work together most effectively.  
A low-Reserved leader might practice projecting a confident image and a clear agenda.  He or she might also 
reflect on criteria for trusting others.  Doing so will protect both the leader and the team.  Wise leaders learn to 
leverage their personality strengths while mitigating their personality challenges.


